
Stiftebeutel aus Korkstoff
Instructions No. 1231

Cork is a high-quality natural material that is currently one of the most sought-after trend products in both the handicraft and handicrafts sector. The soft Cork
fabric or the fine cork leather are particularly suitable for small and large sewing jobs with eye-catching guarantee. 

The fashionable pencil pouch from Cork fabric is an absolute eye-catcher! Whether for the home, office or handbag - the pens can be neatly packed and
stored or taken with you. 

Here we explain how you can easily sew the beautiful pencil pouch.

To sew the Cork fabric-pencil pouch, you need Cork fabric (0.5 mm) in the design of your choice (in our example we used the mosaic-Cork fabric ). You also
need Cotton fabric, ironing fleece, sewing thread, scissors, sewing machine, tape-Ribbon, iron and the motif template, which is available for download at the
bottom of the page .

And it's that easy:
1. Download the design template and print it out. Now cut out the template shape 

2. Transfer the template twice to the Cotton fabric and twice on the Cork fabric. Then cut out the motifs. Connect the Cotton fabric, the adhesive fleece and
the Cork fabric with each other using the iron and according to the manufacturer's instructions. 

3. For the closure, lay the crochet tape to the loop and sew it together with the crochet tape for the borders on the upper edge of the blanks. 

4. Now place the two bag blanks right sides together and sew them together at the right and left edge . Iron the seam apart and then turn the Cork fabric-bag
to the right side. 

5. Next, fold the bottom about 4 cm wide, unfold the flaps and fold triangles evenly at the sides. Then fold a small strip at the top and bottom again and stick
them together with tapeRibbon. 

6. Now mark a point in the middle of the upper part of the bag and sew a big wooden button with a smaller coloured button on the cork bag. 

7. Then lay the left edge of the bag flat on the inside and iron to two edges. Do the same with the right edge. 



8. Fill the finished pencil pouch and button it up as desired.

Article number Article name Qty
418454 VBS Crochet ribbon "Cream", 10 mm, 10 m 1
347489 VBS Iron-on fleece 1
644303-12 VBS Double page Adhesive tape12 mm 1

Article information:

https://www.vbs-hobby.com/en/anleitung-koerbchen-aus-korkstoff-t1390/
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